
Avoiding a bad hire 
Why they happen and how to prevent them

Making the right hiring decisions has never been more 
important. As companies turn their attention to growth, the 
job market has evolved to become one of strong employer 
demand, with the supply of jobs exceeding the number of 
skilled professionals in many areas.

As such, the implications of a bad hire can be far more 
costly to a company than a few years ago.  This can have 
serious repercussions for employers as the time and expense 
taken recruiting and onboarding a new employee can 
leave business-critical tasks undone and existing employees 
demotivated. This further underlines the importance of 
getting recruitment right.

In some instances, misjudgements made while recruiting 
are simply unavoidable, but the consequences are serious 
nonetheless: lowered productivity, reduced motivation and 
additional re-recruiting can all add to a company’s bottom 
line. Fortunately, there are ways to minimise the risk of  
making a hiring mistake, and mitigate the impact of one,  
if it was unavoidable.
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How to recognise hiring mistakes
Every company, regardless of its size, industry or sector depends on its employees to add value. 
Underperformers are therefore preventing a business from realising its potential, or worse, may cost 
the company in the long run. 

It is not always immediately clear if a hiring decision was the right choice. Time is generally the best 
indicator, but this brings with it the danger of wasted time and effort. As such, the earlier a poor hire 
can be identified, the more likely it is that appropriate action can be taken. 

of managers have hired an employee 
who has not met expectations70%

Signs of a poor hiring decision

 Tasks are not completed on time or  
to specification

 An inability to fit into/collaborate  
with the team

 Lack of interest in the strategic direction 
and an inability to see the bigger picture

 An unwillingness to align personal  
and corporate goals

 Fluctuating motivation and inclination  
to give only the bare minimum

 Poor time management and/or  
missed appointments

 Complaints by customers, colleagues  
and business partners

http://www.roberthalf.co.uk
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What are the consequences?

Source: Robert Half survey of 200 UK hiring managers

Top 3 impacts of a bad hire

52% 
Lost productivity

30% 
Lower staff morale

17% 
Monetary costs

One in ten new staff members are ultimately regarded as a poor hiring decision. The consequences 
of such mistakes are not limited to the additional expense of recruiting someone new. They also have 
repercussions throughout the organisation. 

Operational: More than half (52%) of the hiring managers surveyed said that loss of productivity is the 
biggest problem associated with making the wrong recruitment decision. Not only did the hire result in 
reduced employee performance, but also the reallocation of resources to supervisors and colleagues. 

Departmental: Thirty per cent say that a poor hire reduces staff morale, with colleagues feeling 
pressured to take over the work of the new employee.

Company-wide: The wrong decision when recruiting has, according to almost one in five (17%) 
hiring managers, resulted in significant financial costs. This includes spend on resources such as job 
advertisements, vetting the applications received, inviting and interviewing candidates, completing the 
induction process, and carrying out initial and supplementary training.

Managerial: Effective onboarding and training requires additional time spent by the manager and 
colleagues, further occupying resources if focused on an unsuitable hire.

Customers: If such employees have a negative attitude to work, it is immediately recognisable to 
clients and customers. This not only impacts on the image of the employee, but more importantly, the 
company they are representing.
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Why hiring mistakes happen

Poor recruitment choices can be the result of a number of factors – a lack of qualified candidates, 
rushed decisions, a failure to focus on the specific role requirements, poor interview techniques and  
not having the right people involved in the recruiting process, among others. 

Many organisations have pursued the same recruitment strategy for years, without realising that 
the process needs to be adapted to align with changes in the job market. It is important to take into 
account these key points:

  In today’s business environment, much more is at stake. Competition is high and the market 
is changing at a rapid pace. It is therefore essential that every employee demonstrates 
measurable results towards a company’s goals.

  Skills once considered the standard for a particular position may no longer suffice. 
Employees must now act more independently and be able to make critical business 
decisions, especially in smaller businesses where there may be fewer resources.

  Advancements in technology and digitisation have changed the way we work, forcing 
companies to operate more quickly and efficiently. Employees need to adapt to these 
changing demands if to provide value to the company. 

http://www.roberthalf.co.uk
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How to address a wrong hiring decision

A poor recruitment decision will almost inevitably occur at some point, and the best way to deal with  
it is by acting quickly and appropriately. Although removing an employee from their job may seem  
like the best course of action, this should only be a last resort, with an eye kept on the costs and  
losses already incurred at all times. Consider these three steps:

STEP 2 CONSIDER REALLOCATION

If care and support do not prove effective, consider reassigning the individual to another 
role or department. Often strengths emerge when appropriate tasks are provided, so 
assigning a cross-departmental project could help tap into as-yet unseen potential.

STEP 3: PART WAYS

If the first two steps are ineffective, the only remaining choice may be to let the 
employee go. Though the financial burden of re-recruitment and strain on resources is 
undesirable, keeping on an ineffective employee can be harmful to the business. The 
process is never comfortable but must be handled delicately and fairly, with all legal 
processes observed and steps taken to assist the individual.

STEP 1: ASSESS PERFORMANCE

Does the employee fully understand the demands of the job? Does he/she have the 
necessary means to complete tasks? One possible solution is assigning a mentor 
to help guide and motivate the employee. Providing training to address technical 
deficiencies may prove effective, while the manager may also benefit from leadership 
training in how to engage struggling staff.

http://www.roberthalf.co.uk
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Talent crunch impacting hiring

A survey of hiring managers found that nine in 10 (91%) express challenges in identifying and 
recruiting skilled professionals. The prevailing war for talent is anticipated to increase substantially 
over the next 12 months due to an ongoing skills shortage in the market. Being able to identify and 
attract the right talent has become vital to a company’s hiring success.

Source: Robert Half survey of 200 UK hiring managers

Challenges in sourcing and recruiting talent

35% 
Lack of niche,  

technical experts

30% 
General demand 

outweighing supply

22% 
Lack of commercial  
and business skills

On average, 17% of all job openings  
are filled through word of mouth 17%

13% 
Slowed hiring in 

recent years
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In cases where demand exceeds the supply of specialists and experts, having an optimum recruitment 
process is more important than ever. 

Dos and don’ts in recruiting

Go it alone.

Neglect the job description.

Think the internet has all the answers.

Take too long.

Offer a low salary.

Fail to differentiate between must-have 
and nice-to-have candidate attributes.

Consult colleagues on attributes and competencies for the open role, 
and work with a specialised recruitment consultancy to find the best 
candidates.

Providing detail to ‘sell’ the job will result in better applications. 
Details such as team size, reporting lines, corporate values and 
training opportunities will all prove attractive to potential candidates.

Cultivate a talent pipeline by personally reaching out to your network 
and recruiting sources. Online tools can be valuable, but personal 
interaction is the most important aspect of the hiring process.

Extend an offer once you identify your top candidate. Companies that 
don’t move quickly risk losing good people to other opportunities.

Offer a compensation package that, at a minimum, meets the 
market standard. Stay current on prevailing trends by reviewing 
resources such as the Robert Half 2015 Salary Guide.

Identify the skills that are mandatory and those that can be 
developed. The goal is to hire the person who is the best match for 
the job and your work environment.

Don’t Do

http://www.roberthalf.co.uk
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Strengthening your employer brand 

Recruiting a new employee can meet a number of objectives, including accelerating business growth, 
completing major projects, expanding product portfolios or simply filling vacated posts. With stronger 
economic confidence, nearly half (47%) of UK businesses plan to create new roles in the coming 
months. Another 42% indicate they will maintain headcount by filling vacated positions. This hiring 
activity will result in strong competition for talent, with the companies that make the best recruitment 
decisions gaining the upper hand.

A well-structured recruitment process can help to minimise the risk and consequences of a hiring 
mistake, and should be seen as a fundamental tool in maintaining a strong employer brand. Only by 
offering the best possible candidate experience can organisations attract and secure the most sought 
after professionals in the market. 

About Robert Half

Robert Half is the world’s leader in specialised recruitment, 
placing temporary, permanent and interim professionals in 
accounting and finance, financial services, technology and 
administrative roles. 

roberthalf.co.uk

Research methodology

The Robert Half workplace survey includes responses from 200 executive-level hiring 
managers across the UK with participants stratified by region, company size and 
company type. The survey was completed in December 2014.
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